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AS A FIDUCIARY...

As a fiduciary, it is your responsibility to select
advisors and investments, minimize expenses and
follow plan documents. No one is perfect, and
managing your organization's retirement plan is
likely not your full-time job.  

Fiduciary Liability insurance helps protect
companies from claims of mismanagement and the
legal liability related to serving as a fiduciary.
Follow these steps to help avoid showing up on the
Department of Labor's shortlist. 

ASK YOURSELF

 Are you consistently following
your plan documents?
Are you consistently monitoring
your service providers and their
fees for those services?
 Are you consistently monitoring
investments within the plan,
their fees, and performance?
Are you benchmarking all plan
fees regularly?
Are you documenting every
decision made by the committee
and the reasoning?

There are several areas we see that
often go overlooked, leaving
fiduciaries at risk. Ask yourself these
questions and take steps to protect
yourself and your organization:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



The number of lawsuits over
excessive plan fees has
increased year over year since
2016. Defense of these
lawsuits costs can total in the
low seven figures by the time
there is a final determination
on a motion to dismiss. 

Individuals involved in the
management of a retirement or
health plan – can be at risk if
they breach their fiduciary
duties and be personally
required to make the plan
whole for any losses they
caused. Make sure you are
covered with fiduciary liability
insurance along with taking the
following steps to minimize
risk. 

STEPS TO
MINIMIZE
LITIGATION RISK
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We do this by managing retirement plans and

financial wellbeing programs: working with

employers to make strategic decisions that can

actually move the needle and improve financial

outcomes.

ProCourse specializes in advising over 401(k),

403(b), and other corporate retirement plans.

Our firm exists to make a difference: in our

community, with our clients and ultimately

their employees. At the end of the day, we

want to improve the financial health of those

we work with.
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DOCUMENT
Fiduciaries must follow plan documents
or they could face litigation. What
processes are in place to ensure you are
not only following these but also
documenting the decisions made by the
committee? 

MONITOR
Are the plan investments monitored
regularly? Are the fees reasonable? Are
lower-cost share classes available? If not,
it may be time to change investments.
Fiduciaries are responsible for providing
a broad range of investment options and
minimizing the expenses associated with
those investments. Actively monitor the
performance and expenses of the
investments offered in your plan(s).

VENDOR OVERSIGHT
Fiduciaries have the responsibility of
monitoring all outside vendors -
especially your recordkeepers and
advisors. When was the last time you
vetted your providers' services and fees? 

FEE REVIEW
Be sure to benchmark fees regularly, as

excessive plan fees are one of the easiest

claims to file against you as a fiduciary. 

MORAL OF THE
STORY
Even if you are doing

all of these things,

you're never

guaranteed to avoid a

lawsuit. Protect

yourself and your

organization through

Fiduciary Liability

Insurance. 


